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ABSTRACT to the accessible environment for a large number of _realiza-

tions" (possible states of the system), lt is modular in form,
Several new capabilities have been added to the Total-System with each step of a calculation being performed by a separate
Analyzer (TSA), including a new model of unsaturated flow program. Input to the TSA is in the form ofone or more text
and transport, two new models of source releases, a differ- files with one _atum per line. There are simple programs that
eut computational method for saturated transport, and gas- read the input files and translate them into the format needed
release capability. These new capabilities are described, and for the main computational programs, and there are simple
a comparison is made of results from the two different con- interface programs that translate the output of one program
ceptual models of unsaturated flow that are now part of the into the format needed for input to another one. The main
TSA, a composite-porosity model and a simple fracture-flow procaine that do most of the workare LHS,2 which generates
model, parameter values for the realizations via the latin-hypercube

sampling method, and TOSPAC, 3 which calculates ground-
I. INTRODUCTION water flow and radionuclide transport. More details may be

found in the paper by Wilson et a/.I Since that paper was
As part of the performance-assessment task for the po- written, the TSA has been improved in four main areas: a

Xential repository site at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, Sandia second conceptual model of water flow has been added, two
National Laboratories is developing a set of programs ca_ed new radionuclide source terms have been added, a different
the Total-System Analyzer (TSA). 1 The TSA is one of the method of calculating the saturated-zone transport has been
tools being used in the current effort to provide a systematic instituted, and a simple gas-release mode] has been added.
preliminary estimate of the total-system performance of the These four areas will be discussed in turn.
Yucca Mountain site. The purposes of this paper are twofold:
(1) to describe capabilities that have been added to _he TSA A. A Second Model of Flow and Transport
in the last year; and (2) to present a comparison of two con-
ceptual models of unsaturated-zone flow and transport, in In the past, most analyses of performance for Yucca
terms of the performance measure specified by the Environ- Mountain (for example, those of Sinvgck et al.4 and
mental Protection Agency (EPA) in 40 CFR Part 191. The PACE-90s) have used a model of unsaturated flow that will
conceptual-model comparison is intended to demonstrate the be referred to here as the composite-porosity model, e The
new TSA capabilities and at the same time shed some light on principal assumption in the composite-porosity model is that
the performance implications of fracture flow at Yucca Moun- water in the fractures is in pressure equilibrium with the pores
tain. Unsaturated fracture flow is not yet well understood, of the rock matrix. In the composite-porosity model, at low
and it is of great importance indetermining the performance water fluxe_ the water flows through the rock matrix and
of Yucca Mountain. A comparison of the predictions of com- fractures remain dry. Above a critical flux, usually given by
peting theori_ (or "alternative conceptual models') is thus the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the rock matrix, wa-
of interest, ter begins flowing .in the fractures. Water continues to flow

through the matrix, but the higher the flux, the higher the
H. NEW TSA CAPABILITIES fraction of the flux that flows in the fractures.

The TSA is basically a vehicle for calculating releases Originally the TSA, as described by Wilson eta/., I used
the composite-porosity mode] for groundwater flow. This

"This work was performedunder the mmpicmof the U. S. De-
partrnentof Energy,Office of Civilian P,_dioacdveWaste Man- flow model is appropriate for steady-state or slowly varying
lq_ement,Yucca MountainSite Charact_izstion Project, under conditions, in which there is time for equilibrium to be estab-
Contract DE-AC04-76DP00789. lished between the porous-matrix flow and the fracture flow.
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lt is mot known for sure whether the mode] is appropriate for tures. The essence of the weeps mode] is an estimate of the
flow at Yucca Mountain, either under present conditions or number et waste containers contacted by flowing fractures,
under future conditions. Flow at Yucca Mountain may occur based on simple arguments regarding the amount of water
primarily as occasional events and not as a steady flow, and available to flow down fractures.
the flow during these events may be localized fracture flow
rather than a more uniform flow with matrix/fracture equl- At the present time, the composite-porosity model and
librium. To explore the consequences of such a possibility for the weeps model are used as alternative conceptual models,
potential repository performance, a simple model (called the with either one or the other assumed to be valid in a given
"weeps" model) was developed, in which all water flow in the calcmlation. The two models may be thought of as opposite
unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain is assumed to be in the ends of a continuum of possibilities for matrix/fracture inter-

form of episodic, localized fracture flow (weeps). The weeps action. The composite-porosity model assumes that the ma-
model will be described here only briefly; a more detailed de- trix/fracture coupling is always strong enough to force equi-
scription, including the reasoning behind the model, is given llbrium, while the weeps model essentially assumes that there
in this Proceedings in a paper by Ganthier eta/. 7 The lm- is no matrix/fracture coupling at all. The two models could
plementation of the weeps model in the TSA Js somewhat also be combined within a calculation, with part of the flow
different from the implementation discussed by Ganthier et assumed to be of one type and the rest of the _iowassumed
a/., because their discussion concerns a bounding calculation to be of the other type.
in which a number of simplifications are made. Some of those
simplifications are treated more rigorously here, including the B. Two New Radionuclide Source Terms
fonow_.

The radionuclide source model originally incorporated
I. A more complicated radionuclide source mode] (as de- within the TSA was a simple congruent-lea_ model, I_ with
scribed below) is used. Gauthier et al. reduce the source releases determined solely by the solubility of the uranium
model to a simple calculation of the fraction of inventory re- dioxide spent-fuel matrix and by the amount of water inter-
leased, acting with the spent fuel. Recent work has shed doubt on

this approachs and has suggested that certain volatile ele-
2. A detailed calculation of saturated-zone transport (as de- ments, especially iodine, technetium, and carbon, may be re-
scribed below) is made. Gauthier et al. simply assume a leased much faster than uranium. Also, the simple congruent-
conservative value of 50 Fr for the saturated-zone travel time lea_ model ignores the fact that the spent-fuel inventory
and multiply that travel time by a retardation factor for each is made up of severs] different materials that would be eJ:-
radionuclide, pected to have different release rates. To meet the need for

a new source model, a simple model was developed at San-
3. Radioactive chain decay is calculated in more detail. Gan- aliathat includes terms for container failure, d_iding failure,
thief ef al. simplify their calculation by using the maximum the thermal "dry-out" period, releases from the cladding, re-
amount during 10,000 yr as the inventory for each radionu- leases from the structural-metal parts, and releases from the
clide. For a single-member decay chain, this simplification fuel matrix. 9 In this model, releases from the fuel matrix are
means using the initial amount; for more complicated chains further subdivided into three types: releases from dissolution
that have in_owth as we/] as decay, the maximum may occur of the matrix, faster releases of more soluble nuclides because
at some l_ter time. of matrix alteration (oxidation of the U02 fuel matrix), and

even faster releases of those nuclides that get concentrated
h_ a nutshell, Gauthier et al. make a bounding calcu- in the pellet/cladding gap and the grain boundaries. For

lation, whereas the TSA calculation described below is prob. details of the model, see the report by Wilson. 9 The results
abilistic in nature and so provides an estimate of the prob- reported later in this paper were obtained using this radionu-
ability of different release levels. The two approaches are clide source model.
complementary: the simple bounding calculations are useful
in anderstanding the mode] and the consequences of various In addition, the performance-assessment group at San-
assumptions within the model, and the probabilistic calcu- dia has been collaborating with the performance-assessment
lations are useful in comparing the model directly with the group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory on a
EPA regulations, series of preliminary total-system-performance-assessment

calculations. I° For that effort, Livermore developed a slm-
In the weeps model, groundwater travel time through plifi_] source model appropriate for use with the TSA. The

_he unsaturated zone is no longer a significant factor in re- model includes container failure, a thermal _dry-out* period,
during radionuclide releases to the accessible environment, and releases from the fuel matrix. The releases are subdivided
because the travel time down a fracture is assumed to be into a number of different types with different time scales,
very short. The saturated zone is still assumed to be an el- including releases from the pellet/cladding gap, alteration-
receive barrier to releases, though, and the unsaturated zone limited releases from the fuel matrix, and solubility-limited
can also still be an important barrier because only a few waste releases from the fuel matrix. Two different container envi-
containers can be affected if flow is concentrated in a few frac- ronments are modeled, moist and wet, and two different re-
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lease mechanisms are modeled, advective and diffusive. This Tsang and Pruess results are not really comparable to the I
radionuclide source model has been added to the TSA, but it Ross et cd. results because a number of different assumptions

I

wi_ not be discussed further here. Details of the model will were made. In particular, Ross e_ cd. use a value of gas per-

be published in a forthcoming Livermore report, and results meability that is three orders of magnitude higher than that
of calculations u_ng this source model will be presented in a used by Tsang and Pruess (for the welded tuff; Ross et al.
forthcoming Sandia report, also include a layer of nonwelded tuff'in their calculations that

has a permeability two orders of magnitude lower than that

C. A New Saturated-Zone Module of the welded tuff). The higher permeability leads to higher
gas velocities in the Ross eta/. calculations. One effect of

TOSPAC s has been incorporated into the TSA as the the higher velocities should be a gre_ter rate of repository

saturated-zone transport solver in piace of the mmaianalytic cooling, so that for • given time the Tsang and Pruess tem-
solver described by Wilson et cd.l The basic functionality Ferature is expected to be higher than the Ross et cd. tem-

is the same, in that the calculation is still simply based on perature. Therefore, associating the Ross et cd. temperatures
the one-dimensional advection/dispersion equation. The new with the Tsang and Pruess temperatures is inconsistent, but
method takes longer to run, but has greatar flexib_ty. The should be conservative. (Conservative because the tempera-
old semimaalytic method only allowed for simple radioat'tive ture at a given time is taken to be higher than it would be if

decay with no ingrowth, and _quired all transport parame- the temperature were calculated using the Ross et a/. values,
ters (water velocity, retardatio- factors, etc.) to be constant and higher temperatures imply higl_.er gas velocities.)
over the entire saturated flow path. TOSPAC allows for non-

trivial decay chains mad allows the saturated flow path to be The temperature/time corres,_ondence taken from Fig-
subdivided into several different media, with constant trans- ure 4 of Tsang and Pruess 14 is as follows: a repository tem-
port parameter_ within each medium. Also, TOSPAC has a perature of 360 K occurs at a time of approximately 300 yr,

dual-porosity transport model that could be useful in testing a temperature of 330 K occurs at approximately 2400 yr,
the consequences of weak matrix/fracture coupling in the sat- 315 K occurs at approximately 4800 yr, and 300 K occurs
mated zone. The calculations for this paper M1 assume that at approximately 10,000 yr. lt would be preferable to have

5 km of flow through the r_turated zone is long enough for distributions for additional temperatures so that the temper-
matrix/fracture equilibrium to be attained, and only a single ature discretization was not so gross, but by always taking
flow medium was used (i.e., a constant s_turated velocity for the travel-time distribution from a higher temperature than is

each realization); variations on these assumptions are left for expected at a given time, conservatism is maintained. Thus,
future work. the 360-K travel-time distribution was used from the begin-

Ring of the calculation untl] a time of 2400 yr, the 330-K
D. Calculation of Gaseous Releases of 14C distribution was used from 2400 yr until 4800 yr, and the 315-

K distribution was used after 4800 yr. If calculations were
Gaseous releases of 14C in the form of 14CO2 are ex- extended beyond 10,000 yr, the 300-K distribution would be

pected to be important for a partially saturated repository, li used for times past 10,000 yr. The first part of the calculation
Gaseous releases have recently been included in the TSA, may not be entirely conservative, since the Tsang and Pruess
but only in • very simple and preliminary way. The most temperature goes above 360 K for a time, but almost all of

comprehensive calculations of gas flow in Yucca Mountain the travel times in the 360-K distribution are below 4000 yr,
_o date have been done by Ross and coworkers. 12,13 The so essentially Ml of the 14C released in the first 2400 yr will
report by Ross et al. 13 includes calculated distribut.;ons of escape to the atmosphere anyway.

a4C travel time from the repository to the earth's surface for
three steady-state repository temperatures, 300 K (ambient The calculation of 14C gaseous release, then, proceeds
temperatures), 315 K, and 330 K. They have also calculated as follows. The release rate from the source, Y.(I"), is calcu-
xhe travel-time distribution for 360 K; those results are not fated using one of the radionuclide source models described

included in the report, but were used for this study along •bore; _"is the time of release from the source. (It is necessary
lvith the othez three distributions, to take into account the gaseous nature of the 14C02 when

defudng the source-release model for 14C.) At each time 1-,

A number of approximations are necessary to use these there is a distribution of travel times, P(t; _'), where t is the
• esults for • calculation of 14C release in the TSA. la real- travel time to the surface. Of the 14C released at time r, the

ity, a tIC particle released from the repository will not travel fraction that escapes to the atmosphere within the regulatory
through • steady-state temperature field, but one that varies time is calculated as an integral over the travel-time distri-

slowly with time. To represent this process with four steady- bution. The formula used for the calculation may be written
state travel-time distributio:_s entails a certain amount of er- as

// 1""rot. To mitigate this error, approximations were made in R = dr E(r) dt P(_ir)e -_t.
such • way as to err on the conservative _ide (that is, in such
• way as to increase releases). The first step was to equate where R is the cumulative release to the accessible environ-
the repository temperatures with points in time. This was ment, T is the regulatory time period (10,000 yr), and A is

accomplished by using results of Tsang and Pruess. 14 The the decay rate of 14C. As indicated in the equation and as



discussed above, the travel-time distribution P depends on Cladding lifetime: 0 yr (i.e., cladding protection neglected).
the rele_e time r. PisnormalJzedsothatf_P(t;_)dt = I. Thermal dry-out time: uniform from 150 yr to 1650 yr.

StructuraLmetal release time: log.uniform from 5 × 104 yr to
_L COMPARISON OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODELS 5 × 107 yr.

Cladding release time: 1 x l0 s yr.
To compare the two conceptual models of unsaturated- Matrix-dissolution time: log-uniform from los yr to 10 9 yr.

zone flow and transport, cumulative releas_ to the accessible Matrix-alteration time: log-uniform from 104 yr to 107 yr.
environment were calculated for 1000 realizations for each

model. Probability distributions of the releases were con- Possible values for the source-model parameters are dis-
structed so that the results could be compared with the EPA cussed in some detail by Wilson.° The inventories are taken
standard, lt is not possible in this paper to give adlthe details from Roddy et a/.Is sad are based on 60%pressurized-water-
of the c_dculations made, but an overview will be presented, reactor (PWR) spent fuel and 40% boiling-water-reactor

(BWR) spent fuel. The choice of 3000 yr for mean container
A. Composite-Porosity Model lifetime and 0 yr for cladding lifetime is fairly arbitrary. The

combination of the two is somewhere in the middle of what

The composite-porosity calculation is similar to the ca]- seems reasonable and was chosen simply because those were
culations described by Wilson eta/., 1 though different proba- the values used by Wilson et al., 1 thus making comparison
bility distributions were used for the input parameters in this of results with those previous results more straightforward.
study. For simplicity, only one one-dimensional column was The intervll for the thermal dry-out time is based on work of
used for the calculation, lt would be preferable to use several Altenhofen and Eslinger. 16 The release times for structural
columns to better represent the spatial variability. Wilson et metals and cladding apply only to 14C (of the three nuclides
a/. used four columns, but they found that most of the re- included in the calculations). The cladding release time is
leases were from the fourth co]u_an, Column D. Column D is long enough that cladding releases contribute little to overall
in the northeast part of the potential repository area, where releases; l0 s yr is a representative large value. The distribu-
the repository is closest to the water table. For this study, tions of values for matrix-dissolution time, matrix-alteration
only Column D was used, sad it was assumed that one fourth time, sad structural-metal release time are intended to repre-
of the total waste inventory was contained in the column, sent a number of uncertainties, including uncertainties in sol-

ubility, water flux, fraction of waste containers contributing
Based on the results of Wilson et a/. and many pre- to releases, and fraction of available water contacting waste.

lJminary calculations made for this study, it was determined Because uncertainties are large, simple log-uniform distribu-
that with the model assumptions being used, only _gTc and tions were used. Any more structure to the distributions
229Im_ke significant contribution to the complementary cu- would imply more knowledge than is really available. For
muiative distribution function (CCDF) for aqueous releases, each of the three distributions, the low value (correspond-
Thus, the final calculations of aqueous releases were made ing to the highest release rate) was chosen, on the basis of
with only those two nuclides. In addition, calculations of available information, to be the smallest credible average re-
gaseous releases were made for 14C. The .,_duction of the lease time scale. This determination is necessarily somewhat
problem to consideration of only three radionuclides is a very subjective. Each of the three log-uniform distributions was
important simplification and follows from the combination chosen to subtend three orders of magnitude, lt is likely that
of four factors: source release rate, water velocity, retarda- the uncert_,inty is at least that large.
1ion by adsorption, and reduction of fracture transport by
matrix diffusion. Sensitivity studies systematically varying 2. Unsaturated-zone parameters. As described by
those four factors are l_eeded, but will not be done here, ex- Wilson et al., 1 Column D is idealized to just two geologic
cept insofar as the weeps model is a variation of those factors units between the repository sad the water table. The repos-
i_ the unsaturated zone. itory is in unit TSw (Topopah Spring welded), and below

TSw is unit CHnz (Calico Hills nonwelded zeolitized).
1. Radionuclide-source parameters. Parameter

distributions related to the source model were.as follows. Repository elevation: 914.5 w.
CHnz/TSw interface elevation: 826.9 m.

]nitial 2:_I inventory: 0.0295 Curies per metric ton of heavy Water-table elevation: 730.3 m.
meta] (Ci/MTHM). TSw matrix properties:

Initial _Tc inventory: 12.3 Ci/MTHM. Porosity: uniform from 0.01 to 0.15.
Initial 14C inventory: 1.54 Ci/MTHM. Residual saturation: uniform from 0.001 to 0.5.
Fraction of 14Cin structural metals: 0.29. Van Genuchten alpha: uniform from 0.001 m -1 to
Fraction of 14Cin cladding: 0.31. 0.05 m -1.
Quick-release fra_:tionof 14C: uniform from 0.005 to 0.05. Van Genuchten beta: uniform from 1.2 to 5.
Gap/grain-boundary fraction: uniform from 0.005 to 0.02. Saturated conductivity: log-uniform from 0.01 mm/yr
Container lifetime: exponential distribution with mean of to 10 mm/yr.

3000 yr. Bulk rock density: uniform from 2200 kg/m z to 2600



kg/m s. Bulk density: uniform from 1600 kg/m 3 to 2000 kg/m 3.
szgI distribution coefficient: 0 mt/g. Dispersivity: uniform from 300 m to 700 m.
eSTc distribution coefficient: log-uniform from 0.081 I_I distribution coefficient: 0 mt/g.

mt/g to 0.81 mt/g. _Tc distribution coefficient: log-uniform from 0.034 mt/g to
CHnz matrix properties: 0.34 mt/g.

Porosity: uniform from 0.2 to 0.4.
Residual saturation: uniform from 0.001 to 0.3. The most important of these parameters is the water
Van C,enuchten alpha: uniform from 3 x 10-4 m -I to velocity. A number of sources were examined for water-

0.03 m -I. velocity information. _21,_2 In applying information from
Van Genuchten beta: uniform from 1.2 to 3. these sources to the present calculation it must be kept in
S&turated conductivity: log-uniform from 0.01 nun/yr mind that we are usuming that there is time during the 5-km

to 10 mm/yr, journey to the accessible environment for the matrix and frac-
Bulk rock density: uniform from _300 kg/m 3 to 1800 ture concentrations to equilibrate because ofmatrix diffusion.

kg/m 3. Thus, the water velocity is given by the water flux divided
_:ml distribution coefficient: 0 mt/g. by the total porosity (not divided by the fracture porosity).

_Tc distribution coefficient: log-uniform from 0.002 This assumption is reasonable, but it is not conservative and
mt/g to 0.02 ml/g. may not be valid under Mi circumstances. Variations on this

Fracture properties: assumption are left for future work. The water-velocity dis-
Porosity (TSw): log-uniform from 10 -4 to 10 -3. tribution used here is more conservative than that used by

Porosity (CHnz): log-uniform from 10 -s to 10 -3. Wilson et aLs They used _v, exponential distribution with
Residual saturation: uniform from 0.001 to 0.1. a mean of 0.1 m/yr, so there were many more low velocities

Van Genuchten alpha: uniform from 0.1 m -1 to 10 m-1. and not as many high velocities in their simulation.
Van Genuchten beta: uniform from 2 to 6.

Saturated conductivity: log-uniform from 1 m/yr to In defining the above distributions for porosity, bulk
1000 m/yr. density, and distribution coefficients, it was assumed that the

Vv'_ter £ux (percolation rate): uniform from 0 mm/yr to saturated-zone flow path is 60% through CHnz material and
I mm/yr. 40% through TSw material. _

Dispersivity: uniform from 15 m to 25 m.
Matrix tortuosity/constrictivity factor: uniform from 1 to 10. The appropriate value for dispersivity is not known, but

Fracture tortuosity/constrictivity factor: 1. a rule of thumb is that dispersivity tends to be approximately
one tenth of the travel distance. _a Based on this rule, a

The preceeding distributions are based on information distribution for dispersivity was chosen centered on 500 m.
from a number of sources. 17'1s'19 As with the source param- This value for dispersivity is higher than usually used by most

eters, simple uniform or log-uniform distributions have been people, lt is not possible to say that a high value is either
used because of the great uncertainty about the appropriate conservative or not conservative, because in some situations a
values. Typically, the maximum and minimum of a distri- high dispersivity will lead to greater releases to the accessible
bution are the largest and smallest values found among the environment and in other situations a high dispersivity will

data available. For comparison, the "base" case of Wilson lead to lower releases. The effect of higher dispersivity is
et a/. had an exponential distribution of water flux with a probably to reduce the highest releases and to increase the

mean of only 0.2 mm/yr. Their "high flux" case had an ex- lowest releases.
ponential distribution of water flux with a mean of 2 mm/yr.

The present choice of a uniform distribution from 0 mm/yr 4. Gas-release parameters. The 14C-release calcu-
to 1 mm/yr (a mean flux of 0.5 mm/yr) is between those two lation, as described earlier, hu no additional parameters to
cases, specify. The 14C source parameters apply to this calculation,

but since the 14C travel times are taken directly from the

3. Saturated-zone parameters. Rather than a Ross et al. la report and not calculated by the TSA, it is not

point source at the boundary, giving a saturated-zone travel possible to vary the model parameters. To partially take into
distance that is always an even 5 km as described by Wilson account the uncertainties involved, an arbitrary "retardation
eta/., 1 use of TOSPAC to calculate the saturated transport factor _ was introduced. This should not be confused with the
allows us to define a distributed source, which should better retardation factor due to sorption, which was already built

approximate the introduction of radionuclides into the satu- into the travel-time distributions obtained from Ross et al.
rated zone.

Retardation factor: log-uniform from 0.2 to 2.

Length of source region: 2.5 km (this is the approximate
width of the conceptual repository). This retardation factor is am attempt to acknowledge

Distance from source region to accessible environment: 5 km. the fact that there are additional uncertainties, lt was felt

Water velocity: log-uniform from 0.1 m/yr to 10 m/yr. that there is at least an order of magnitude uncertainty. The
Porosity: uniform from 0.15 to 0.3. distribution was skewed toward low values of this "fudge fac-



tor" for the sake of conservatism, in that paper a fracture width of 1 m is used, an episodity
factor of 12 is used (fractures flowing one month out of the

B. Weeps Model year), and a water flux of 4.5 mm/yr is used. Severs] values
of fracture aperture are considered, but the principal example

The weeps model requires no str_tigraphic information, uses 100 pm. The connectivity factor Lhd absorption factor
The whole repository system is represented by a single calcu- are not _sed by Gauthier et al. (which means values of 1 for
lation (for each realization). As mentioned earlier, the weeps both). They are included hereas sn attempt to generalize the
Lud composite-porosity models could be combined so that, model. The connectivity factor takes into account that per-
for example, part of the monnt*in was represented by the haps not all of the fractures will continue all of the way from
weeps model Lhd part of the mountain waz represented by the surface through the repository and on to the water table
the compo_te-porosity model. With such L combination, Ld- (indeed, probably very few fractures are connected over such
difional geometric information would have to be specified, long distances). To partially take this loss of connectedness

into account, the n'_mber of flow!ng fractures (weeps) calcu-
1. Radionuclide-source parameters. For the pur- lated in the first step of the weeps calculation is reduced by

poses td this study, the same source parameters were used the connectivity factor. Since there is no information about
for both flo_ models to make comparison more straightfor- fracture connectedness, a simple uniform distribution over
waz& It would require a more detailed conceptual model the possible values is used. Similarly, the absorptio_ factor
_ be able to specify different parameter distributions for is a simple way of taking into account the fact that some of
the weeps model. There is, however a difference in the in- the ra_iionuclides carried away from the repository will not
terpretation of the parameters in the two models. In the make it to the water table, at least not on the time scale of
composite-porosity (i.e., TOSPAC) calculations, the _ource the calculations. Radionuclides may be carried into dead-end
parameters specified earlier are used directly; basically, it is fractures or simply get drawn out of the fractures en route
atssnmed that conditions throughout the repository axe uni- (either because of imbibition of water into the rock matrix
form, so that ali waste containers are releasing radionuclides or because of liffusion of the radionuclides into the matrix
Lt essentially the same rate. In the weeps calculations, the pores).
_action of containers participating in releases is calculated
ftrst. The parameters in the source model are intended to be It is important to note that the water-flux distribution
average values, and if only some of the containers are releas- assumed for the weeps calculation is different from the water-
ing radionuclides, then the release rates for those containers flux distribution assumed for the composite-porosity calcula-
have to be adjusted to make the average for Ml containers tion. This was done because high water flux has different
come out right. For a given realization, if the fraction of implications for the two models. In the composite-porosity
containers participating in releases is given by lc, then the model, a flux of 20 mm/yr would saturate nearly the whole
release time scales are Ml multiplied by fc to make the av- mountain. Furthermore, the PTn (Paintbrush nonwelded)
erage release rate for the whole repository correct. Thus, unit above the repository has considerable capillary-barrier
t, .-.. t, fc, tc --* tcft, t_ ---, td ft, and t, -, t, fc, where t, is properties that could divert the water laterMly, _`.thus shield-
the structural-metal releaLe time, tc is the cladding release ing the repository from the effects of increased infiltration.
time, td is the matrix-dissolution time, and ¢, is the matrix- The vs]ue 1 mm/yr for the maximum flux in the composite
alteration time. The ei_ective inventory is also reduced by porosity model was chosen with the capillary-barrier theory
the factor fc because the rest of the inventory is assumed to in mind. In the weeps model, however, it is possible to have a
be dry and not releasing any radionuclides, high flux like 20 mm/yr carried by a relatively small number

of large fractures while most of the rock matrix remains un-

2. Unsaturated-zone parameters. The following saturated. The value of 20 mm/yr assumed for the maximum
distributions were used for the weeps model, flux in the weeps model comes from a review by Sinnock et

al." of various estimates of possible future infiltration rates
Container diameter: 0.66 m. at Yucca Mountain. The largest value hated was 20 mm/yr.
Effective fracture Lperture: log-uniform from 10 pm to

1000/an. 3. Saturated-zone parameters. The saturated-zone
Effective fracture width (horizontal extent): uniform from calculation was the same for both flow models.

1 cmto lm.

Episodity factor: log-uniform from 1 to 100. 4. Gas-release parameters. The gas-release calcu-
Connectivity factor: uniform from 0 to 1. lation was the same for both models except for the difference
Absorption factor: uniform from 0 to 1. in the source models described above.
Water flux (percolation rate): uniform from 0 mm/yr to

20 mm/yr. C. Results

See Gauthier et al.7 for additional information concern- Figure I shows conditions] CCDFs for aqueous releases,

ing these parameters and the weeps calculation. For help in generated using the two conceptual models of the unsaturated
relating these distributions to the examples of Gauthier et al., zone. Also shown is the _high flux_ case of Wilson et al.,1 for
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Figure 1. Conditional CCDFs for aqueous releases. Figure 2. Conditional CCDFs for gaseous releases.

comparison, lt can be seen that a pure _weeps _ flow model releases to take place. A good extension of the source mode]

results in higher aqueous rel_ t.t _tna composite-porosity would be to put in a provision for giving '_vet _ and "dry"
tiow model. This result is not surprising, since the weeps containers different distributions of the release time scales
model effectively has one less barrier between the radioactive and different container-failure distributions.
waste and the accessible environment.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that the gaseous 14C
A n_.mber of factors combine to make the comp_ite- releases in both of these simulations are fairly close to the

porosity curve different from the Wilson eta/. curve. The EPA limits. As noted before, the gas-release calculations are
three most important factors are fuel-matrix alteration, wa- conservative in several respects, and a more caxeful analysis
ter flux, and saturated.zone water velocity. Source releases might move the CCDFs to the left, farther from the limits.

axe higher in the present simulation than in the older _imula- However, it has been noted by others 11 that gaseous '4C re-
tion because of the addition of the matrix-alteration effect to leases are potentially a problem for the Yucca Mountain site

the source mode]. The increase is counterbalanced by lower under the current EPA regulations.
water fluxes in this simulation. But then, transport through
the s&turated zone is faster in this simulation because the Figure 3 shows the conditional CCDFs obtained for

probability distribution gives more weight to high velocities, all releases--that is, aqueous and gaseous releases combined.
thus increasing _he amount of radioactivity readdng the ac- The aqueous and gaseous releases were calculated separately,
cessible environment. With all these differences, it is actually but the correlations between the calculations were preserved.

surprising _hat the two composite-porosity curves are as close That is, the same number of realizations (lO00) were run
as they axe. The Wilson ¢l al. "base case _ curve is nol shown for aqueous releases and for gaseous releases, and the cot-
in Figure 1 because it is off the scale to the left; the "base responding runs had the same values for common variables.
case _ simulation had much lower water fluxes, which lowered

releasescoasiderably.

i 10 0

Figure 2 shows the conditional CCDFs for gaseous re- : i : \ _ :,

leases obtained using the two conceptual models. Unexpect- eL
ed]y, the weeps mode] predicts lower gaseous releases than

,0.......!........i.........i......the composite-porosity mode]. Lower releases result because
in the weeps mode] some waste containers are assumed to be

dry amd therefore h,ve no re]--. In the composite-porosity =_ i_i!ii! ilil_

model, ali containers contribute to releases. This difference is,

Io some extent, an artifact of the way the source model was _ m-, ....... ,....................................................

implemented. In the composite-porosity model, the source _ | ! : i ! ! imodel probably should take into account that some contain- • --_o,, i i /! _///_

era may remain dry and unbreached for a long time. In the _ ,o-, |'- -c'_"--T_'---,_.=,_ --_ .... _\ .... = ....... I! ...._/,////_
weeps model, the source mode] probably should take into ac- _ ,0-. _o-, ,04 ,0-s ,o-, _0-, ,0-. ,0-, _oo ,0, ,0,
count that some of the "dry" containers (ones that are not EPAsum
subjected to water from a flowing fracture) could fail. Such
containers wouJd be able to release a portion of their gaseous Figure 3. Conditional CCDFs for combined releases

'4C even if there were not enough water available for aqueous (aqueous + gaseous).
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